[Observation on treatment of chronic pelvic inflammatory with point injection combined with ultra-laser radiation].
To probe into clinical therapeutic effect of point injection combined with ultra-laser radiation on chronic pelvic inflammatory. Sixty cases of chronic pelvic inflammatory were divided into a treatment group and a control group, 30 cases in each group. The treatment group were treated with point injection of Yuxingcao Injectio combined with ultra-laser point radiation, and the control group with simple point injection of Yuxingcao Injectio, once each day, for 4 weeks. Twenty-eight cases were effective with a total effective rate of 93.3% in the treatment group, and 23 cases were effective with a total effective rate of 76.7%; the weighty pain of lower abdomen, abnormal leucorrhea and signs of gynecological examination, etc. in the treatment group significantly improved as compared with the control group (P<0.05). Point injection combined with ultra-laser radiation has definite therapeutic effect on chronic pelvic inflammatory.